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1.   PRODUCT DEFINITION:  ALERTtm (Analyzing, Labeling, and Exploiting data in 
Real Time) developed by Irvine Sensors Corporation. 

A.  SYNOPSIS  

 ALERTtm identifies potential threats within multi-camera, high definition video data 
streams, classifies content, annotates images and alerts system operators with 
negligible latency.  Advanced cognitive techniques which accurately emulate Human 
Visual Path processing provide high Pd and low Pfa operating on GPU-based 
processing elements “at the edge” and “in the core”.   

B.  INNOVATIVE FEATURES 

• ALERTtm  operates at startup with cognitive  rule-based architecture 
• Continuously evolves cognitive rules using supervised/unsupervised learning 

techniques.  
• Cognitive Processing executed “at the edge” and “in the core” provides effective 

allocation of computing resources to critical areas. 

C.  OTHER RECOGNITION 

Developed and successfully delivered a version of the ALERTtm cognitive processor 
under a Department of Defense contract.  This version of ALERTtm combines spatial, 
color, and hyperspectral cognitive processing with cross-modal correlation techniques 
and demonstrates accurate location and annotation of regions containing potential 
explosive threats with processing rates faster than the multimode sensor suite’s 
data acquisition. 

2.   ESSAY STYLE QUESTIONS 

A.  PROBLEM/SOLUTION 

Timely detection and recognition of potentially threatening situations and alerting 
responders in real time is an increasingly difficult problem as the numbers of increased 
quality surveillance video cameras proliferate.  Timely assessment of video data 
becomes severely limited by computing and manpower resources.  

The problem is too many cameras, too much data, and not enough in depth 
analysis performed in near real-time by an affordable system. Current approaches 



are limited by rigid rule-based processing or by use of neural-net architectures that 
require extensive and repeated training with consequent loss of operational time. 

The ALERTtm Solution is exploitation of advanced, high performance, cognitive-
inspired processing techniques (e.g. adaptive saliency, cross-modal correlation, 
and supervised/unsupervised learning) that accurately emulate how the human 
visual path interprets imagery. Processing is executed on cost effective, distributed 
GPU-based processors that easily integrate with current Video Surveillance System 
architectures.. By exploiting cognitive processing in a layered approach at the edge and 
in the core with instantiation on high thruput GPUs, ALERTtm achieves an over 10X 
increase in the numbers of camera video streams that can be accurately 
assessed in near real-time with a significant increase in performance and 
significant  reduction in system costs 

B.   UNIQUE ATTRIBUTES 

• Cognitive search, classification, and recognition processing performed at the 
edge and at the core on cost effective, high throughput GPUs. 

• High Pd and low Pfa achieved by full cognitive exploitation of spatial, 
temporal, and color content of video data streams. Adaptive processing responds 
to observing conditions, mission objectives, and collateral data thus maintaining 
a high level of performance over a wide variety of observing conditions. 

• ALERTtm is operational at system “turn-on” with continuous performance 
improvements and responses to changing conditions executed by exploiting 
supervised and unsupervised learning techniques. 

•  The ALERTtm flexible architecture enables its integration into a wide variety of 
Video Surveillance System concepts. 

 

C.   WHY ALERTTM DESERVES THE ACCOLADE. 

The true value of ALERTtm lies in its solution to the problem of simultaneously 
providing  a) computationally intensive  in-depth cognitive analysis of high definition 
video data streams, b) handling large numbers of high definition cameras,  c) 
providing responders with annotated imagery and alerts in near real-time and d) 
accomplishing this in a very cost effective, performance effective,  scalable 
solution.  ALERTtm is a giant step beyond conventional rigid, rule-based systems and 
a major step beyond neural-network based cognitive solutions.  It is unique in the field 
of video analytics implemented in large distributed camera systems today.   

 



 

 

 

3.   OPTIONAL MATERIALS  

A.  Product Features and Architecture. 

The Product :   ALERTtm for Video Surveillance Systems (VSS) 

ALERTtm VSS provides real-time cognitive-based video analysis of multiple high 
definition video streams and provides… 

• Cognitive processing “at the edge” which enables initial real-time analysis of 
camera imagery and selection of high probability areas of interest using a 
compact, GPU-based processing element operating on each camera output.  
Metadata provided by ALERTtm edge processing includes initial target type 
classification, Area of Interest bounds, target velocity, color content, and time 
stamp.  

• Retention and transmittal of full bandwidth imagery to the core enables priority 
processing of Areas of Interest data that provides enhanced target recognition 
and target activity interpretation based on full spatial, temporal, and color content 
thru providing in depth Cognitive Processing “at the Core”. 

• Cross-modal correlation techniques are employed within the core to improve 
probability of correct classification and to lower false alert rates. 

• Areas of Interest selected for in depth core cognitive processing are based upon 
a) the inherent priority of the scene being observed and upon b) the type of 
activity being observed thus making maximum effective use of the cognitive 
processing capabilities of the core. 

• Supervised and unsupervised learning techniques are employed to provide 
continuous updating of cognitive rules for target detection and classification.  

• The system provides video surveillance system features such as tripwire, placed 
object detection, and object tracking if designated by system operators or by 
detection of potential high threat activity. Object tracking from camera to camera 
is enabled by the cognitive characterization of targets of interest. 

• High resolution data and metadata along with associated activity interpretation 
results are passed to the recording elements of VMS/PSIM systems. 

• Potential threat alerts are provided to system operators in the form of annotated 
video with interpretation overlays along with operator attention signals. 

• ALERTtm VSS operates with negligible latency (fractions of a second).  



• The core processor executes it’s in depth cognitive processing and interpretation 
functions in a massively parallel architecture ideally suited for GPU instantiation 
and, depending upon numbers of areas of high interest, can support  >/= 30 high 
definition camera data streams from a single core. 

 
The performance advantages of ALERTtm VSS derive from its employment of cognitive 
processing that closely emulates how the human visual path receives, processes, and 
interprets imagery.   
 
The addition of ALERTtm to Video Surveillance Systems provides a significant 
increase in operator efficiency and system effectiveness. It can be exploited to 
lower system operating costs by reducing required numbers of operator personnel 
while enhancing system effectiveness. 
 

The  ALERTtm system will quickly “pay for itself”.   
 

Deployment:   ALERTtm supports the following deployments/integration options. 

• IP cameras connected directly to CORE via GigE connections  
• CORE connected to up to 30 IP cameras via network switch 
• Up to 30 IP cameras each connected to EDGE processors, which are in turn 

connected to the CORE 
• ALERT deployment can be fully  integrated within a VMS API  

 

Training Time:   Startup requires an initial cognitive-based rule set which enables 
immediate operation.  Cognitive rules are continuously updated online thru application 
of supervised and unsupervised learning techniques. Some initial operator/administrator 
training is required.  

Top Level ALERT System/Processing Architectures and Hardware Features. 

Figure 1 below provides a top level architecture of the ALERTtm system with typical 
integration into a VMS.  Figure 2 provides an overview of the cognitive wide area search 
technique based on adaptive saliency which is a key feature of ALERTtm. 



 

Figure 1.  ALERTtm System Architecture and Principal Hardware Elements 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Adaptive Saliency: A key Cognitive Processing Concept Implemented in 
ALERTtm 


